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Contemporary American Poetry

2006

this highly respected anthology presents the work of 66 poets who have shaped
the contours and direction of the mainstream of american poetry from 1955 to
the present the collection provides a generous sampling of each poet with a
photo biographical sketches and bibliographies a prolific poet editor michael
waters continues the careful selection process as a poulin s literary executor

The Vintage Book of Contemporary American Poetry

1990

dazzling in its range exhilarating in its immediacy and grace this collection
gathers together from every region of the country and from the past forty years
the poems that continue to shape our imaginations from robert lowell and
elizabeth bishop john ashbery and adrienne rich to robert haas and louise gluck
this anthology takes the full measure of our poetry s daring energies and its
tender understandings

Contemporary American Poetry

1989-01-18

within the pages of this anthology now in its second edition you ll find 39
american poets from across the twentieth century in his introduction editor and
guggenheim fellow donald hall describes the face of american poetry as
subjective the american poem reveals through images not particular pain but
general subjective life the poet uses fantasy and distortion to express feeling

The Contemporary American Poets

1975

the variety of contemporary american poetry leaves many readers overwhelmed the
critic scholar and poet stephen burt sets out to help beginning in the early
1980s where critical consensus ends he presents 60 poems each with an original
essay explaining how the poem works why it matters and how it speaks to other
parts of art and culture

The Poem Is You

2016-09-12

in poetic culture christopher beach questions the cultural significance of
poetry both as a canonical system and as a contemporary practice by analyzing
issues such as poetry s loss of audience the anthology wars of the 1950s and
early 1960s the academic and institutional orientation of current poetry the
poetry slam scene and the efforts to use television as a medium for presenting
poetry to a wider audience beach presents a sociocultural framework that is
fundamental to an understanding of the poetic medium while calling for new
critical methods that allow us to examine poetry beyond the limits of the
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accepted contemporary canon and beyond the terms in which canonical poetry is
generally discussed and evaluated beach also makes a compelling case for poetry
and its continued vitality both as an aesthetic form and as a site for the
creation of community and value

The Contemporary American Poets

1970

edited by poets about poets this is a chronologically organized anthology of
the work of major poets born after 1920 part of the penguin academics series it
provides an introduction to the study of contemporary american literature

Poetic Culture

1999

anthology of contemporary american poetry second edition contains poems by more
than 115 poets born in 1910 or later including many who have not been
anthologized before editor cary nelson introduces students to a diverse
selection of vital poetry presenting both canonical and lesser known selections
by women minority and progressive writers only rediscovered in the past two
decades in addition to offering the most detailed annotations available in an
anthology of this type and selected poems in the beautifully illustrated form
in which they first appeared this is also the first collection to give full
treatment to american long poems and poem sequences ideal for courses in
contemporary american poetry american literature contemporary poetry and
american studies anthology of contemporary american poetry introduces students
to the last 100 years of our diverse poetic heritage

Ideas of Order in Contemporary American Poetry

2007

self and sensibility in contemporary american poetry is an inquiry into the
cultural roles lyric poetry does and can play in our age charles altieri first
establishes a dominant mode in serious american poetry by identifying current
assumptions inherent in the teaching of creative writing and the awarding of
prizes and contracts the dominant mode is seen not as a prescribed style but as
a set of styles that share assumptions and that tend to seek the same narrow
audience altieri views this mode as essentially scenic presenting in brief
dramatic settings subdued carefully wrought emotions that build to a climactic
tactile image in examining why the style appeals the author suggests that we
find in the dominant mode models of the self of the power of language and of
the nature of emotions that are very close to the prudential narcissism of the
professional classes two theses follow that contemporary poetry can be
approached as a paradigm for analysing literature in cultural terms since we
know the culture well on independent grounds and that the cultural analogies
help demonstrate the pressures on younger poets to explore styles that break
from or attempt to overthrow the dominant mode
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Contemporary American Poetry

2005

a collection of contemporary american poetry on numerous topics this
compilation of seventy eight new poems would be enjoyable reading for anyone
who finds pleasure in reading good poetry

Anthology of Modern & Contemporary American Poetry

2014-07-14

with chapters written by leading scholars such as steven gould axelrod cary
nelson and marjorie perloff this comprehensive handbook explores the full range
and diversity of poetry and criticism in 21st century america the bloomsbury
handbook of contemporary american poetry covers such topics as major histories
and genealogies of post war poetry from the language poets and the black arts
movement to new york school and the beats poetry identity and community from
african american chicana o and native american poetry to queer verse and the
poetics of disability key genres and forms including digital visual documentary
and children s poetry central critical themes economics publishing popular
culture ecopoetics translation and biography the book also includes an
interview section in which major contemporary poets such as rae armantrout and
claudia rankine reflect on the craft and value of poetry today

Self and Sensibility in Contemporary American Poetry

1984-05-25

a comprehensive anthology of american poetry since 1940 this balanced selection
of 92 leading poets includes robert lowell john berryman theodore roethke and
elizabeth bishop

Contemporary American Poetry

2018-03

this anthology demonstrates the full range and power of the contemporary
american imagination here are distillations of 20th century thought and
reflections of changing social realities scientific and psychoanalytical
insights and strong voices of feminism and black consciousness

The Utopian Moment in Contemporary American Poetry

1988

this interdisciplinary study participates in the ongoing critical conversation
about postwar american poetry and visual culture while advancing that field
into the arena of the museum turning to contemporary poems about the visual
arts that foreground and interrogate a museum setting the book demonstrates the
particular importance of the museum as a cultural site that is both inspiration
and provocation for poets the study uniquely bridges the dual canon in
contemporary poetry and calls the lyric avant garde distinction into question
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by analyzing museum sponsored anthologies as well as poems by john ashbery
richard howard kenneth koch kathleen fraser cole swensen anne carson and others
through these case studies of poets with diverse affiliations the author shows
that the boom in ekphrasis in the past 20 years is not only an aesthetic but a
critical phenomenon a way that poets have come to terms with the critical
dilemmas of our moment highlighting the importance of poets peripheral vision
awareness of the institutional conditions that frame encounters with art the
author contend that a museum visit becomes a forum for questioning oppositions
that have preoccupied literary criticism for the past 50 years homage and
innovation modernism and postmodernism subjectivity and collectivity the study
shows that ekphrasis becomes a strategy for negotiating these impasses a mode
of political inquiry a meditation on canonization a venue for comic appraisal
of institutionalization and a means of site specific feminist revision in a
vital synthesis of critique perspicacity and pleasure

Strong Measures

1986

our appreciation of american poetry is as influenced by the personas presented
in the poems as by public perception of the poets themselves emily dickinson
peeking from behind a doorway with large dark eyes is an indelible image
superimposed over her spare enigmatic poems the grand gestures of walt whitman
s voice have much to do with our reading of song of myself and we cannot hear
mending wall or mowing without thinking of the image of the rustic sly farmer
poet that robert frost so carefully cultivated the moral authority of the poet
reveals itself through the poems as well and it is crucial to the meaning of
the poem holden argues if art is to elevate life part 1 of the old formalism
the practice is a close study of some of the conventions and developments in
contemporary american poetry with such topics as sex and poetry rhetoricity and
sensibility holden shows lucidly how character or lack of it is revealed in
poetry in personae the second part he gives a studied reading of a group of
several admired poets such as richard hugo mary kinzie ted kooser and william
stafford holden uses biographical references and personal contacts with the
poets to strengthen the notion of character revealed in poetry this book takes
a decided stand in the ongoing debate of the past two decades about the
relationship of american poetry to american culture in an age when image
dominates word and the business of poetry is nearly as celebrity laden as
hollywood holden takes us past the media glitz backstage where the poems are
waiting to be read quite simply in a clear incisive manner he teaches us how to
read well again

The Bloomsbury Handbook of Contemporary American
Poetry

2023-01-12

the 2020 edition of contemporary american poetry returns guest edited by
paisley rekdal the award winning poet and author of nightingale proving that
this is a best anthology that really lives up to its title chicago tribune
since 1988 the best american poetry anthology series has been one of the
mainstays of the poetry publication world academy of american poets each volume
in the series presents some of the year s most remarkable poems and poets now
the 2020 edition is guest edited by utah s poet laureate paisely rekdal called
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a poet of observation and history who revels in detail but writes vast moral
poems that help us live in a world of contraries by the los angeles times in
the best american poetry 2020 she has selected a fascinating array of work that
speaks eloquently to the contraries of our present moment in time

The Contemporary American Poets

2000-06-01

a multicultural anthology of contemporary american poetry featuring works by
over one hundred famous and lesser known writers including gwendolyn brooks
sandra cisneros simon oritz and ray a young bear

The Anthology of Contemporary American Poetry

2003

a ground breaking analysis of the short form lineage in twentieth century
american poetry proposes a new genealogy of 20th century and contemporary
american verse contains in depth discussion of key american poets and movements
will appeal to graduates and scholars in both the modernist and contemporary
fieldsreading a century of american poetry through the prism of short form this
book analyses the centrality of an aesthetic of brevity to american modernist
verse it begins with imagism and devotes chapters to william carlos williams
george oppen lorine niedecker robert creeley larry eigner robert grenier and
rae armantrout montgomery combines his larger argument which takes issue with
epic driven narratives of modernist poetry with sensitive and original readings
of numerous short and short lined poems suggesting a reappraisal of key
movements as objectivism black mountain poetry and language writing he opens
new lines of discussion around the major poets of the period

The Biographical Dictionary of Contemporary Poets

1938

seer critic lover madwoman the poet s sensibility gives us a chance to
experience them all this rich wide ranging collection of work by scores of
america s contemporary poets brings you both wisdom and entertainment in short
verse in it are represented with one poem each the chancellors fellows and
award winners of the academy of american poets since 1934 the result is a
unique sampler of the various literary styles and themes that have left their
marks on the past five decades fifty years of american poetry gives readers the
opportunity to hear familiar voices and new ones and encounter the great
american poems that have captured both our minds and our hearts the academy of
american poets has as its stated purpose to encourage stimulate and foster the
production of american poetry this was never limited to poets of any particular
school method or category of poetry so this anthology is as representative a
cross section of american poetry in the last 50 years as any of its kind the
academy is not a stodgy eastem provincial institution it encourages young poets
recognizes the importance of change and growth in the poetry of america and
believes that poetry is not for poets only this anthology was compiled on this
basis fifty years of american poetry is not only educational but also
inspirational hopefully imbuing everyone who reads it with a sense of the
dynamic and development of american poetry in the last half century the academy
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of american poets is the only institution which could compile such a unique
anthology because it is the oniy group which has consistently played a large
part in the american poetry scene through its patronage to poets and its
mission to make poetry an accessible and vital part of the american literary
landscape

Museum Mediations

2006-01-24

while the study of children s poetry has always had a place in the realm of
children s literature scholars have not typically considered it in relation to
the larger scope of contemporary poetry in this volume joseph t thomas jr
explores the playground of children s poetry within the world of contemporary
adult poetic discourse bringing the complex social relations of play and games
cliques and fashions and drama and humor in children s poetry to light for the
first time poetry s playground considers children s poetry published in the
united states from the mid twentieth century onward a time when many
established adult poets began writing for young audiences through the work of
major figures like robert frost gwendolyn brooks carl sandburg randall jarrell
theodore roethke shel silverstein and jack prelutsky thomas explores children s
poems within the critical and historical conversations surrounding adult texts
arguing at the same time that children s poetry is an oft neglected but crucial
part of the american poetic tradition canonical issues are central to poetry s
playground the volume begins by tracing robert frost s emergence as the united
states official school poet exploring the political and aesthetic dimensions of
his canonization and considering which other poets were pushed aside as a
result the study also includes a look at eight major anthologies of children s
poems in the united states offering a descriptive canon that will be invaluable
to future scholarship additionally poetry s playground addresses poetry
actually written and performed by children exploring the connections between
folk poetry produced both on playgrounds and in the classroom poetry s
playground is a groundbreaking study that makes bold connections between
children s and adult poetry this book will be of interest to poets scholars of
poetry and children s literature as well as students and teachers of literary
history cultural anthropology and contemporary poetry

The Old Formalism

1999-01-01

this anthology includes 179 poets published by university presses in recent
years it seeks to provide a rich overview of the best contemporary american
poetry irrespective of publisher age of poet aesthetic program or current
status in the literary canon to celebrate the work of university presses in
discovering and supporting that poetry and to suggest some questions about
american poetry its democratization canonization aesthetics politics and
sociology the volume includes brief histories of poetry publishing at each
press their poetry lists and an essay on the american poetry scene of the last
20 years it features poems by such established poets as john ashbery marge
piercy adrienne rich and james wright isbn 0 299 12160 7 29 95
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Contemporary American Poetry

1985

appraises the work of significant american poets in engaging and erudite essays
by a leading critic and scholar

The Best American Poetry 2020

2020-09-08

an anthology of american poetry which covers the period from wallace stevens
born 1879 to rita dove born 1952 the anthology includes work by only 35 poets
which allows for a wide range of poems from each of the selected poets

An Ear to the Ground

1989

critically examines the development of contemporary poetry looking at the work
of lowell ginsberg plath snodgrass berryman sexton ashbery roethke o hara
kinnell bly and levine

Short Form American Poetry

2020-06-18

this critical work discusses such poets as richard wilbur adrienne rich allen
ginsberg and denise levertov

A Bibliographic Guide to the Literature of
Contemporary American Poetry, 1970-1975

1976

overview steven gould axelrod camille roman and thomas travisano continue the
standard of excellence set in volumes i and ii of this extraordinary anthology
volume iii provides the most compelling and wide ranging selection available of
american poetry from 1950 to the present its contents are just as diverse and
multifaceted as america itself and invite readers to explore the world of
poetry in the larger historical context of american culture nearly three
hundred poems allow readers to explore canonical works by such poets as
elizabeth bishop robert lowell and sylvia plath as well as song lyrics from
such popular musicians as bob dylan and queen latifah because contemporary
american culture transcends the borders of the continental united states the
anthology also includes numerous transnational poets from julia de burgos to
derek walcott whether they are the works of oblique avant gardists like john
ashbery or direct populist poets like allen ginsberg all of the selections are
accompanied by extensive introductions and footnotes making the great poetry of
the period fully accessible to readers for the first time
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Fifty Years of American Poetry

1995-08-01

a thoughtful and compelling look into american poetry s redemptive venture into
the public arena private poets worldly acts examines the critical intersection
of the personal with the communal the locale where readers find a renewed
appreciation of contemporary poets personal conversation with the culture to
which they belong book jacket

Poetry's Playground

2007

discover some of the poetry of leading contemporary american poets including
roethke bishop stafford lowell brooks wilbur ginsberg merwin rich plath collins
and gluck provided by publisher

Vital Signs

1989

lists over 5 200 titles of books published by american poets between 1973 and
1983

Negative Capability

2001

writing with the vigor and elan that readers have come to expect from his many
astute reviews and essays willard spiegelman maintains that contemporary
american poets have returned to the poetic aims of an earlier era to edify as
well as to delight and thus to serve the didactic muse what spiegelman says
about individual poets such as nemerov hecht ginsberg pinsky ammons rich and
merrill among others is wonderfully insightful furthermore his outlook on their
work the way he takes quite literally the teacherly elements of their poems
challenges long standing conceptions both about contemporary writing and about
the poetry of the eliot pound stevens williams generation beginning the book
with a meditation on w h auden s legacy to american poets spiegelman ends with
a discussion of the multiple scenes of learning in merrill s the changing light
at sandover which he identifies as not only the major epic poem of the second
half of the twentieth century but also as the period s most important georgic a
textbook full of scientific mythic artistic and human instruction the didactic
muse reminds us that poets have traditionally acknowledged their function as
teachers from horace s advice that poetry should please and instruct to robert
frost s aphorism that a poem begins in delight and ends in wisdom whereas many
of the critical remarks of the most important romantic and modern poets suggest
their desperate attempts to separate poetry from instruction spiegelman
demonstrates that their practices often contradicted their theories and he
shows that our best contemporary poets are now embracing the older classical
paradigms originally published in 1989 the princeton legacy library uses the
latest print on demand technology to again make available previously out of
print books from the distinguished backlist of princeton university press these
editions preserve the original texts of these important books while presenting
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them in durable paperback and hardcover editions the goal of the princeton
legacy library is to vastly increase access to the rich scholarly heritage
found in the thousands of books published by princeton university press since
its founding in 1905

The Faber Book of Contemporary American Poetry

1990

normal dotm 0 0 1 84 482 the university of iowa 4 1 591 12 0 0 false 18 pt 18
pt 0 0 false false false style definitions table msonormaltable mso style name
table normal mso tstyle rowband size 0 mso tstyle colband size 0 mso style
noshow yes mso style parent mso padding alt 0in 5 4pt 0in 5 4pt mso para margin
0in mso para margin bottom 0001pt mso pagination widow orphan font size 12 0pt
font family times new roman mso ascii font family cambria mso ascii theme font
minor latin mso fareast font family times new roman mso fareast theme font
minor fareast mso hansi font family cambria mso hansi theme font minor latin
mso bidi font family times new roman mso bidi theme font minor bidi plumbing
what the poet michael palmer calls the dimension of the spirit with that
troublesome rebarbative capital letter norman finkelstein s on mount vision
asks how and why the sacred has remained a basic concern of contemporary
experimental poets in our secular age by charting the wandering together and
apart of poetry and belief finkelstein illustrates the rich tapestry formed by
the warp and woof of poetry and the play of gnosticism antinomianism
spiritualism and shamanism which have commonly been regarded as heretical and
sometimes been outright suppressed

The Fierce Embrace

1979

White Paper

1989

From Modern to Contemporary

1984

THE CONTEMPORARY AMERICAN POETS.

1940

The New Anthology of American Poetry

2003
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Private Poets, Worldly Acts

1999

Contemporary American Poetry: Not the End, But the
Beginning

2010-01-16

Contemporary American Poetry

1985

The Didactic Muse

2014-07-14

On Mount Vision

2010-03-15
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